TokenStars March Report:
Spring Awakening
With the new season, our team expanded horizons - we began to cooperate with a
new exchange. And as usual, there was news in the scouting and fan communications
modules. So let’s have a look at the main events of March:
● Predictions contest under the new rules
● Listing on MintMe
● New application in tennis
● Training sessions with Tobias and Denis

Predictions contest under the new rules
This month we announced and hosted our traditional prediction competition with
new rules. The prize fund has doubled to 10,000 TEAMs. But now only the five best
participants can divide them among themselves, and not 100, as it was before.
Distribution of tokens:
First place - 3800 TEAM

Second place - 2550 TEAM
Third place - 1750 TEAM
Fourth place - 1150 TEAM
Fifth place - 750 TEAM
Now there is even more excitement, because the stakes are higher!

Listing on MintMe
In March, we expanded the list of exchanges where you can buy ACE and TEAM
tokens. Now, in addition to Uniswap, 1inch, BitRabbit, and Bit-Z, they are available
on the MintMe platform.
MintMe.com is a transparent, egalitarian, web-minable blockchain platform, made to
support DApps and secure ERC20 & ERC223 smart contracts using websites and the
internet of things. Mintme.com Coin is an ASIC- resistant fully-functional blockchain
that introduces a completely new way for webmasters to generate revenue through
websites.

Anyone can mint or create a token (coin) that represents themselves or a project that
they have created for their fanbase and supporters to support them. It helps content
creators to realize their maximum potential through a new innovative way of
crowdfunding. It is also a social platform where traders can interact with token
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creators and other traders. Tokens are created (minted) on top of a custom
decentralized blockchain called MintMe Coin.

New application in tennis
We have submitted the new application on our platform. Please welcome Jermine
Sherif! Jermine is a promising player from Egypt. She is 15 years old. Her ITF highest
Rank is 240 and her African Rank is 1 in the U16 category.

Right now, she is under expert review. Stay tuned, and we will announce new voting
soon!

Training sessions with Tobias and Denis
Tobias Schaaf held a poker training session for a player from Russia. She played cash
games with her friends but never tried online poker. She needed the help of our
coach to start making money by playing online poker.
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Training statistics:
Duration: 55 minutes.
Tournament type: Rush and Cash
Profit per session: 25% of the bankroll
The training was based on the study of strategies for playing cash games. Tobias
analyzed the player’s game and made some recommendations for improving the
strategy.
Another session was held by Denis Puisha. The participant has been playing poker
for one year. He already knows a lot about this game. He already has experience in
cash games.
Training statistics:
Duration: 1 hour 20 minutes.
Tournament type: Tournament
Profit per session: 30% of the bankroll (3rd place)
Denis analyzed the most difficult hands, helped to improve the pre-flop game. He
advised on correct betting and also taught the player how to make a raise correctly.
To participate in our activities, follow the link:
https://tokenstars.com/fan-communications
For more information: Follow the project’s social media channels on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Telegram, Medium, or take a look at our videos on
YouTube.
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